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speaking of home screen, it is the most confusing one in the entire category of symbian^3 devices

that i have used so far. you have to learn an entirely different navigation model with this device. you
need to: access the home screen choose the "back" application button choose the ovi store "back"
button having had this experience, i am now more cautious with the default email services on most

symbian^3 devices that ship with symbian^3. unless you are a power user, know what you are
doing, and are ok with losing all your data if something goes wrong, i would not recommend using
the default email client. if the user interface of the application is as bad as the functionality, the

alternative is even worse. it is a frustrating experience that is only made worse by not being able to
understand your inbox properly until it is too late, and the time to do something about it is running

out. since the second email app has no user-friendly shortcuts for inserting links, sending
attachments and compose messages, i switched to the super-intuitive nokia mail+ client from d4r

studio. it has a very easy to use drag-and-drop interface for messages and manages your inbox quite
well, if you dont mind a few annoying but reasonable limitations that make the application work

better for its target audience. for example, the n8 doesnt have a built-in camera, so you cant attach
images and send them. instead, the email client has a nice feature called "attachments" that allows

you to attach links, images, pdfs and files to any mail thread. one can click on the "attachments"
button on the top of any message, or on the message tab. once clicked, you have a choice between
"attachments" (at the top) or "additional items" (below that). you can then drag items into the box

and drop them to the desired thread. when you drop the file, the file size is automatically set for you,
no matter where you drop it.
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pretty good.. i like the app and everything but i would like that the guys could make an option to set
the password for the application so that i don’t have to remember it. i know it is not possible with the

icon in the end of the alarm only that it asks me the first time you open the alarm you open with
password but that is not the point. but if you have this option i would love to use it. thanks guys. i

have never used ovi store before and im really glad that they updated this app. to use the app, click
"set up" on the menu to the far right of the screen. fill in the new sim information and choose the sim
you want to be on. then open the current sim phonebook. navigate to the icon for the application you
want to download, and tap it. the application page will appear. i hope the update will be available on
the app store soon.. we have this app on my galaxy mini and its pretty cool since it already comes

with windows 7, but it would be a real bonus if we could also install this application on our lumia 820.
please bring it to the app store if u still do not find this update, try to click the delete option on the

ovi start up, and then it will show you which apps u have not used for a long time, and it will prompt
you to delete it, and then you find the ovi store update. i am having the same problem as the

previous poster. when i go to the ovi store it says download failed. the guy at nokia support told me
that i need to clear the cache and the data from the ovi store in the phone settings but after i did
that the download still failed. there are many apps out there that really dont need to get out and i

spend alot of my time downloading apps for people but this is the only app that i can’t get to work on
my n8. 5ec8ef588b
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